
Dancer Exit Strategy Ride Manual  
 

What are my responsibilities as a Dancer Ride?  
❖ All Dancer Rides need a car and driver’s license. Cars will be parked in the lot shown in 

the figure below.  

❖ Arrive at the Multi-Sport Facility sometime before 4:15 pm on Sunday the 18th. Enter 
through the entrance across from the outdoor track (red path shown below).    

o Rides can show up as early as 3:00 pm.   

o We recommend that Rides show up around 3:30 pm.   
o There will be a livestream of inside the BJC for Dancer sit and total reveal.  

❖ Once inside the Multi-Sport Facility, enter a line with your Dancer number(s), ID, and 

confirmation email sent by dancer.exit.strategy@thon.org  
❖ Once at the front of the line a Dancer Relations Committee Member will ask you for 

your Dancer’s number, ID, and confirmation email. They will then tell you what area 

your Dancer is in, and you may pick up your Dancer and exit.   
  

  
 Things you MUST bring to pick up your dancer:   

❖ ID  

❖ Confirmation Email  
❖ Dancer Number  

 

Commonly Asked Questions  
Where do I park my car?  

❖ You will want to try and park in the highlighted lower lot of BJC East parking.  

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Multi-Sport+Indoor+Facility,+University+Dr,+State+College,+PA+16801/@40.8077907,-77.8545049,17.2z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x89cea61a12f443a9:0x2fe2aca61375c407!8m2!3d40.8077403!4d-77.8525718
mailto:dancer.exit.strategy@thon.org


o If this lot is full, please park where you can anywhere in the BJC East lot.  
❖ Please make sure that you are parked in a physical parking spot. 

o You are not allowed to park your car along the sidewalk when you go into the 

Multi-Sport Facility, this could result in tickets or towing at the owner’s expense.  
 

What if I am picking up 2 dancers?  

❖ That is okay! Inform the Committee Members at checkout that you are taking 2 
Dancers.   

 

What if I am unable to be my Dancer’s Ride?  

 
Ride Change before THON Weekend:  

❖ Email dancer.exit.strategy@thon.org with your new Ride’s name. If you have it, please 

forward the Dancer Ride confirmation email to the new Ride. 

 
Ride Change during THON Weekend:  

❖ If last minute (during THON Weekend), you can no longer pick up your Dancer due to 

unforeseen circumstances, you must forward the confirmation email to the new Ride 
pick up as well as email dancer.exit.strategy@thon.org to inform us about the change.  

❖ PLEASE FORWARD THE CONFIRMATION EMAIL TO YOUR DANCER 

PRIOR TO THON WEEKEND. This will be helpful if for some reason you cannot 
reach the new Ride pick-up during the weekend, the Dancer will have access to it and 

can send it to the new Ride.   
❖ THE RIDE CONFIRMATION EMAIL WILL BE REQUIRED FOR A 

DIFFERENT RIDE TO PICK UP YOUR DANCER. 

  
Please email dancer.exit.strategy@thon.org with any questions!  
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